We give an alternative characterization for well-covered graphs and restrict this to a characterization for very well covered graphs. We state the conditions under which the intersection of a pair of maximal independent sets of a well-covered graph is maximal and use this result to de ne and characterize two recursively decomposable sub-classes of well-covered graphs, one properly containing the other. We show that the smaller sub-class, in turn, properly contains the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices.
Introduction
In what follows, G denotes a simple, undirected, nite graph G = (V; E) with j V j vertices and j E j edges. u v denotes that the vertices u and v are adjacent. Given a vertex A graph G is said to be complete k-partite if its vertex set can be partitioned into one or more disjoint independent sets, or parts, such that each vertex is adjacent to every other vertex that is not in the same part. It is said to be complete k n -partite if it is complete k-partite with all parts having the same number of vertices. In the instances where values are assigned to k and n, k corresponds to the number of parts, and n to the number of vertices in each part, respectively. Plummer 5] de ned a graph to be well covered if every maximal independent set in it has the same size. These graphs are of interest because, whereas the problem of nding the independence number of a general graph is NP-complete, one can use a simple polynomial-time greedy algorithm to nd a maximum independent set in a well-covered graph.
Chv atal and Slater 3] , and the authors 8], independently showed that the problem of recognizing a graph as being not well covered is NP-complete. Hence, it is unlikely that there exists a good characterization of well-covered graphs. Various approaches have been used in characterizing families of well-covered graphs. See 6] for a survey on progress in this area, and on well-covered graphs in general. We now state two results on well-covered graphs that are used in this paper. Berge 1] showed that for every independent set S of a well-covered graph G without isolated vertices, j N(S) j j S j. Thus, the size of a maximal independent set of G is j V j =2.
A graph is said to be very well covered if every maximal independent set in it has cardinality j V j =2. Staples 9] , and Favaron 4] , independently characterized this family.
We make use of Favaron's characterization in this paper.
Favaron's theorem ( 4] ): For a graph G, the following are equivalent: a) G is very well covered. b) There exists a perfect matching in G that satis es P. c) There exists at least one perfect matching in G and every perfect matching of G satis es P. Property P in the above theorem is de ned as follows.
Property P: A matching M in a graph G satis es property P if for every edge (u; v) 2 M, N(u) \ N(v) = , and N(u) ? fvg is adjacent to all of N(v) ? fug.
Recursive decompositions of graphs often lead to interesting structural characterizations and e cient algorithms. It can be easily veri ed that for a well-covered graph G, any independent set R has the property that < V ?N R] > is also well covered. Thus, we can decompose G into the graphs < N R] > and < V ? N R] >, where < V ? N R] > is well covered. However, < N R] > need not necessarily be well covered. In this paper, we look at two sub-classes of well-covered graphs, one properly containing the other, that have the following property: Given a graph G belonging to one of these sub-classes, we can nd an independent set R such that < N R] > is well covered and such that the decomposition can be applied recursively to decompose G into subgraphs that have a simple structure. We show that these two sub-classes have an interesting structural characterization and that the smaller sub-class properly contains the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices. It also turns out that certain fundamental graph problems can be solved e ciently for these sub-classes (see 7] ).
This paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 gives an alternative characterization for well-covered graphs in terms of the interaction between pairs of maximal independent sets of such a graph; this leads to a new characterization of very well covered graphs. Section 3 states the conditions under which the intersections of pairs of maximal independent sets of a well-covered graph are maximal. Sections 4 and 5 use the above result to de ne and characterize two recursively decomposable sub-classes of well-covered graphs, one of which properly contains the other. Section 5 also shows that the smaller sub-class properly contains the class of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices. Conclusions and future work make up Section 6.
An alternative characterization
In this section, we give an alternative characterization for well-covered graphs in terms of the interaction between pairs of maximal independent sets of such a graph. We then restrict this characterization to the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices.
Let G be a simple graph with j E j> 0. Let I 1 and I 2 be maximal independent sets of G. We use R, S, I We state Hall's theorem as it is used in this section. This is not possible as I 3 is an independent set and G is well covered.
if:
Let G be a graph such that for every two maximal independent sets I 1 and I 2 , < I 
2
We now restrict the alternative characterization for well-covered graphs to the family of very well covered graphs. From Berge's result, we know that the size of a maximal independent set of a well-covered graph G without isolated vertices is bounded by j V j =2.
Hence, any such graph can be transformed into a very well covered one by adding an appropriate number of isolated vertices. We therefore turn our attention to very well covered graphs without isolated vertices. Since G is very well covered, it is also well covered. Statement b) follows from the Lemma 2.3.
From Lemma 2.3 and b), G is very well covered. Then, for every pair of maximal independent sets I 1 and I 2 , j I 1 j=j I 2 j=j V j =2 and therefore j R j=j S j. c) ! d) Let I 1 and I 2 be a pair of maximal independent sets of G. From Theorem 2.1, < I 0 1 I 0 2 > has a perfect matching. G has no isolated vertices and R is an independent set in G. From Berge's result, for any subset R 1 R, j N(R 1 ) j j R 1 j. Using Hall's theorem, and since N(R) S and j R j=j S j, there exists a perfect matching from R to S. From the above, G has a perfect matching M. Now, since j R j=j S j, from Lemma 2.3, G is very well covered. Using Favaron's theorem, M obeys P.
Since G has no isolated vertices, it has at least two maximal independent sets. From d), G has a perfect matching that satis es P. That the graph is very well covered follows from Favaron's theorem. 2 
Maximal intersections
The alternative characterization was based on the interaction between the disjoint portions of pairs of maximal independent sets of a well-covered graph. We now examine the intersections of such pairs of sets and state the conditions under which such intersections are maximal. The intersection R of a pair of maximal independent sets of a graph G is said to be maximal if for any pair of maximal independent sets I a and I b that contain R, I a \ I b = R. Theorem 3.1 The intersection R of a pair of maximal independent sets I 1 and I 2 of a well-covered graph G is maximal if and only if < V ? N R] > is complete k n -partite.
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following two lemmas. We rst state the conditions under which a graph G is complete k-partite. The second lemma states the conditions under which the intersection R of a pair of maximal independent sets of a graph G is maximal. 
if:
The graph < V ? N R] > is complete k-partite. Hence, any maximal independent set of G containing R consists of R along with a part from < V ? N R] >. Since the parts are mutually disjoint, the intersection of every two such maximal independent sets of G is R. Hence, R is maximal.
2
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof(of Theorem 3.1): only if: G is well covered, and R is maximal. From Lemma 3.3, < V ? N R] > is complete kpartite. Now, let two parts of < V ?N R] > be of di erent sizes. Combining each of these with R would give maximal independent sets of di erent sizes for G.
if: < V ? N R] > is complete k n -partite. Therefore, it is also complete k-partite. From Lemma 3.3, R is maximal.
Thus, we can decompose a well-covered graph into a complete k-partite graph which is well covered, and the graph < N R] >. We remark that < N R] > is not necessarily well covered. For example, the graph C 5 , a chordless cycle on ve vertices, is well covered, but for every maximal intersection R, < N R] > is isomorphic to P 3 , a chordless path on three vertices, which is not well covered. We now show that the idea of restricting < N R] > to be well covered leads to the creation of two recursively decomposable sub-classes of well-covered graphs W SR and W AR , with W SR W AR . We also show that the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices is a proper sub-class of W AR . 4 The sub-class W SR Let the vertex set V of a graph G be partitioned into disjoint sets, or layers, L 1 ; L 2 ;
: : : ; L t , 1 t j V j, such that the induced subgraphs, or lgraphs, H i =< L i >, 1 i t, are complete k n -partite. G is said to be partitioned into complete k n -partite subgraphs. E i denotes the edge set, k i the number of parts, and n i the number of vertices in each part, of H i , 1 k i j L i j, n i =j L i j =k i . H i is written as H i = (P i1 ; P i2 ; : : : ; P ik i ; E i ), where P i1 ; P i2 ; : : : ; P ik i denote the parts in H i . A part P a is adjacent to a vertex v if v has a neighbour in P a . Two parts P a and P b are adjacent, or connected, or are neighbours, if there exist u 2 P a and v 2 P b such that u v. P a is completely connected to P b if < P a P b > is complete bipartite. Two layers are adjacent if there is a part in one that is adjacent to a part in the other.
From Theorem 3.1, we know that when the intersection R of a pair of maximal independent sets of a well-covered graph G is maximal, < V ? N R] > is complete k n -partite.
We have seen in Section 3 that < N R] > is not always well covered. We now restrict our attention to the family of well-covered graphs for which we can nd a maximal intersection R such that < N R] > is well covered. Consider a well-covered graph G 1 with vertex set V 1 . Assume that there exists a maximal intersection R 1 in G 1 such that the graph G 2 induced by V 2 = N R 1 ] is well covered. Let H 1 =< V 1 ? N R 1 ] >. Thus, G 1 has been decomposed into the graphs H 1 and G 2 . This forms the rst stage of a decomposition of G 1 . Again, assume that there exists a maximal intersection R 2 in G 2 such that the graph G 3 induced by V 3 = N R 2 ] is well covered. Let H 2 =< V 2 ? N R 2 ] >. Thus, G 2 has been decomposed into the graphs H 2 and G 3 . This is the second stage of a decomposition of G 1 . We observe that by restricting < N R i ] >, i 2 f1; 2g, to be well covered, we are able to recursively decompose the graph G 1 into the graphs H 1 , H 2 and G 3 . We continue the process by assuming that G is entirely decomposable in the above manner. Hence, at stage j of such a decomposition, we will have the graphs H 1 to H j , and the well-covered graph G j .
Since we start with a graph G 1 that has a nite number of vertices, this decomposition stops at some stage, say t. Let the corresponding graph be G t , with vertex set V t . Since we cannot decompose the graph any further, G t either consists of isolated vertices, or the intersection of every pair of maximal independent sets in G t is the empty set. Therefore, G t is complete k n -partite and forms the graph H t in the decomposition.
Thus, G 1 has been recursively decomposed into the graphs H 1 ; H 2 ; : : : ; H t . Let the corresponding vertex sets be given by L 1 ; L 2 ; : : : ; L t . As we have seen, H t is complete k npartite and has one or more parts. Consider the graph H j , 1 j < t. Now, G j =< V j > and H j =< V j ? N R j ] >. Since R j is a maximal intersection in G j , there exist maximal independent sets I j1 and I j2 in G j such that their intersection is R j . From Theorem 3.1, H j is complete k n -partite. Since I 0 j1 and I 0 j2 are maximal independent sets in H j , H j has at least two parts. Thus, each of the graphs H 1 to H t?1 is complete k n -partite and has at least two parts. Since the graphs H j , 1 j t, are vertex disjoint, the vertex sets L 1 to L t form a partition of V 1 . That is, the H j 's are lgraphs, and the L j 's are layers, 1 j t. See Figure 3 .
We now de ne a family of graphs that can be recursively decomposed in this manner until we arrive at a < N R] > that is complete k n -partite, k 1.
De nition 4.1 A graph G is said to belong to the family W SR if a) G is complete k n -partite, or b) G is well covered and for some maximal R, the intersection of a pair of maximal independent sets of G, < N R] > belongs to W SR . From the de nition, it is clear that any graph G belonging to W SR can be decomposed as described above into lgraphs H 1 to H t , 1 t j V j, such that each lgraph, except for H t , has at least two parts. H t has one or more parts. The corresponding layers L 1 to L t form a partition of the vertex set of G. The recursive de nition ensures that at each stage of such a decomposition, we can nd a maximal intersection R such that < N R] > is in W SR . At each stage of a decomposition, there can be more than one maximal intersection R with the property that < N R] > belongs to W SR . Thus, there can be many possible decompositions of G. We now give a characterization for the family W SR . a) The layers induce complete k n -partite subgraphs, with every layer except L t having at least two parts. L t has one or more parts.
b) For every layer L j , 1 j < t, there is an independent set that consists of exactly one part from each of the layers L j+1 ; L j+2 ; : : : ; L t , such that the set has no neighbours in L j . c) Every maximal independent set of G contains exactly one part from each layer.
Proof: only if:
G belongs to W SR . We assume that G is not complete k n -partite, since then the statements a) through c) are trivially true. Let D(G) 2 D SR (G) be a decomposition of G into layers L 1 to L t . We have seen earlier that these layers obey statement a) and form a partition of the vertex set of G. In order to prove statements b) and c), we need the following claim. Claim 4.3 Every maximal independent set in G j , the graph induced by the layers L j to L t , 1 j t, has size n j + n j+1 + + n t .
Proof:
Assume not. From the decomposition, the graphs G j are in W SR and are therefore well covered. Now, G t , the graph induced by the layer L t , is complete k n -partite and hence obeys the claim. Let G l , 1 l < t, be the graph for which the claim does not hold, where l is as large as possible. That is, the graphs G l+1 to G t obey the claim.
R l is a maximal intersection in G l . The graph < L l > is complete k n -partite. Hence, any maximal independent set of G l containing R l consists of R l along with a part from L l .
That is, the size of a maximal independent set of G l is given by n l + j R l j. The claim follows from the fact that R l is a maximal independent set in G l+1 and G l+1 obeys the claim.
We now prove statements b) and c).
Consider some layer L j , 1 j < t. From the decomposition, G j =< V j > and G j+1 =< N R j ] >, where R j is a maximal intersection in G j . Since R j is a maximal independent set in G j+1 , using Claim 4.3, we have that j R j j= n j+1 + n j+2 + + n t . From a), the layers induce complete k n -partite subgraphs; hence, j R j \ L k j n k , j < k t. From the above two statements, we conclude that j R j \ L k j= n k , j < k t. Since R j has no neighbours in L j , the statement follows.
c)
Since G is in W SR , it is well covered. From Claim 4.3, the size of every maximal independent set in G is given by the sum of the sizes of the parts in the layers L 1 to L t . Since the lgraphs are complete k n -partite, every maximal independent set can include at most the vertices of any one part from each layer. Statement c) follows from the above two statements.
if:
Consider a graph G whose vertex set can be partitioned into layers L 1 to L t such that the layers obey properties a) through c). Since property c) is obeyed, the graph G is well covered. We prove by induction that G is in W SR . We accomplish this by showing that, for j from t to 1, the subgraph of G induced by the layers L j to L t is in W SR . For j = t, the subgraph induced by the layers L j to L t is H t , which is complete k n -partite and hence is in W SR . Suppose that the graph G j+1 induced by the layers L j+1 to L t is in W SR , for some 1 j < t. Consider the subgraph G j , with vertex set V j , induced by the layers L j to L t . From property c), G j is well covered. From property b), we can nd an independent set I consisting of one part from each of the layers L j+1 to L t such that the set has no neighbours in L j . From property a), there are at least two parts in L j . Consider two such parts P j1 and P j2 . Now, I P j1 and I P j2 are maximal independent sets of G j , since each lgraph is complete k n -partite and these two sets have one part from each layer in G j . The intersection of these two sets is R = I, which is maximal as < V j ? N R] > is the lgraph H j which is complete k n -partite. Now, the subgraph < N R] > is the graph < t i=j+1 L i >, which is in W SR by induction. Therefore, G j , and hence G, is in W SR .
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We remark that W SR is a proper sub-class of well-covered graphs and that graphs in W SR may contain induced subgraphs that are not well covered. Examples illustrating these statements are C 5 (a chordless cycle on ve vertices) and P 4 (a chordless path on four vertices). We now show that all decompositions of a graph G belonging to W SR yield the same layers, not necessarily in the same order. That is, the layers obtained are unique. From property c) Theorem 4.2, we know that any maximal independent set of G has to have exactly one part from each layer. Hence, any intersection R of a pair of maximal independent sets of G consists of whole parts from di erent layers. b)
Assume not. Therefore, there exists a layer L l that has no part in R, but has at least one part adjacent to a part in R. Let P l be a part in L l that is adjacent to a part P j in R. As the lgraphs are complete k n -partite, if a part from a layer is in R, then the whole layer is in N R]. Now, < N R] > is in W SR and R is a maximal independent set in it. From Theorem 4.2 c), starting with P l , we can nd one part in each of the layers that has a part in R such that the set so formed is an independent set. This set has more vertices than R implying that < N R] > is not well covered. Proof:
G is a graph in W SR . We note that any subset of the layers, with the ordering preserved, will obey the properties of Theorem 4.2 since, otherwise, the properties will be violated in the layers L 1 ; L 2 ; : : : ; L t . Consider some partition of V into layers L 1 ; L 2 ; : : : ; L t such that the layers obey properties a) to c) of Theorem 4.2. We use induction to show that there is a decomposition of G that yields these layers. We assume that t > 1 as otherwise there is only one layer and, from property a), we know that the corresponding lgraph is complete k n -partite and thus forms a trivial decomposition of G. Let G 1 = G. We know that G 1 is the graph induced by the layers L 1 to L t . From property b), there is a part in each of the layers L 2 to L t such that the set R 1 formed by these parts is an independent set that has no neighbours in L 1 . From property a), L 1 has at least two parts, P 11 and P 12 . Now, R 1 P 11 and R 1 P 12 are two maximal independent sets in G 1 and their intersection is R 1 . Also, < V ? N R 1 ] > is the complete k n -partite graph < L 1 >. Hence, from Theorem 3. Suppose that the layers L 1 to L j?1 are the layers obtained in the rst j ? 1 stages of such a decomposition, 1 < j t. Clearly, the graph G j formed by the layers L j to L t is in W SR . If j = t, we are done. Assume that j < t. From property b), there is a part in each of the layers L j+1 to L t such that the set R j formed by these parts is an independent set that has no neighbours in L j . From property a), L j has at least two parts, P j1 and P j2 . Now, R j P j1 and R j P j2 are two maximal independent sets in G j and their intersection is R j . Also, < V j ? N R j ] > is the complete k n -partite graph < L j >. Since there are t layers, and each stage of a decomposition yields one layer, there will be t stages in any decomposition of G. Therefore, the layers obtained are independent of the choice of a maximal intersection at each stage of a decomposition. That is, any other decomposition D b (G) yields the same t layers. Since isolated vertices will be a part of any maximal independent set, they will always form the layer L t .
We now show that the layers obtained need not be in the same order. Consider a graph G K consisting of l > 1 mutually disjoint K 2 's. The vertex pairs forming the edges form the layers of a partition of V (G K ). These can easily be seen to obey Theorem 4.2 and hence G K is in W SR . Any set R consisting of one vertex from each of l ? 1 K 2 's is independent as the K 2 's are mutually disjoint. It is also maximal since the graph < V (G K ) ? N R] > is a K 2 which is complete k n -partite. Choosing di erent K 2 's to form maximal R's will yield di erent orderings of the layers. Proof: Consider any two layers L j and L k in such a partition, j 6 = k. Let P j and P k be parts in L j and L k respectively. Let u 2 P k be adjacent to some but not all the vertices of P j .
Construct an independent set I 1 , where I 1 = fug (P j ? N(u)) Extend this to a maximal independent set for G. Now, P j ?N(u) will cover all the vertices of L j . This will have fewer vertices from L j than the size of a part in it, thus contradicting Theorem 4.2 c). Hence, u is adjacent to all the vertices of P j . The proposition follows.
Let G be a graph belonging to W SR and let it be decomposed into layers L 1 to L t . The above property allows us to replace each part by a single vertex, and the set of edges between two adjacent parts by a single edge. This results in each lgraph in the decomposition being a clique. The resulting graph G M satis es Theorem 4.2 and hence belongs to W SR . We call such graphs minimal graphs. Since the layers obtained are unique (Theorem 4.4), we can associate a unique minimal graph G M with each graph G in W SR . It is easy to see that there can be many graphs in W SR that yield the same minimal graph.
The sub-class W AR
While decomposing a graph G belonging to W SR , at each stage, we nd a maximal intersection R such that < N R] > is in W SR . We are guaranteed that there exists such a maximal intersection, but not that every maximal intersection satis es this property. We now consider the case in which every maximal intersection R at any stage of a decomposition yields a graph < N R] > that is in W SR . This leads to the de nition of the second sub-class.
De nition 5.1 A graph G is said to belong to the family W AR if a) G is complete k n -partite, or b) G is well covered and for every maximal R, the intersection of a pair of maximal independent sets of G, < N R] > belongs to W AR .
Clearly, a graph G that belongs to W AR also belongs to W SR . We now give a characterization for graphs belonging to the family W AR . a) The layers induce complete k n -partite subgraphs, with every layer except L t having at least two parts. L t has one or more parts.
b) For every two adjacent layers L j and L k , there exist parts P j 2 L j and P k 2 L k such that j N(P j ) \ L k j= 0 and j N(P k ) \ L j j= 0, and the parts of L j ? P j and L k ? P k are completely connected to each other.
c) The non-common neighbours of every pair of parts in every layer are completely connected to each other. . To do this, we rst show that we can form an independent set I r consisting of one part from each of the layers L l+1 to L t , L m not included, that has no neighbours in L m . We then show that any part in L l with a certain property can have no neighbours in I r . We then show that if a part in L m is adjacent to a part in L l , it has to be adjacent to all but one part in L l , and vice versa. This property is then used to show that the layers L m and L l satisfy statement b).
We rst form the independent set I r . We observe, from Proposition 4.7, that if a part in one layer is adjacent to a part in another layer, then they are completely connected, that is, the subgraph induced is complete bipartite. Consider the graph G l+1 induced by the layers L l+1 to L t . Let its vertex set be denoted by V l+1 . Consider the layers in G l+1 that are adjacent to L m . Let these layers be L am1 ; L am2 ; : : : ; L amq , where t am1; am2; : : : ; amq l + 1. By assumption, each of these layers satis es statement b) with L m . Hence, there exist parts P am1 2 L am1 ; P am2 2 L am2 ; : : : ; P amq 2 L amq such that I r1 = q i=1 P ami has no neighbours in L m . Let the layers in G l+1 that are not adjacent to L m be given by L rm1 ; L rm2 ; : : : ; L rmr , t rm1; rm2; : : : ; rmr l + 1. From Theorem 4.2 b), we can nd P rm1 2 L rm1 ; P rm2 2 L rm2 ; : : : ; P rmr 2 L rmr such that the set I r2 formed by these parts is an independent set, and has no neighbours in L l . Consider the set I r = I r1 I r2 . We know that this set has no neighbours in L m . We show that I r is an independent set. Assume not. Then there exist parts P a and P b in I r such that P a P b . Now, at least one of P a and P b has to be from I r1 since we know that I r2 is an independent set. Let P a be from I r1 . Therefore, there exists a layer L a , a 6 = m, t a > l, such that P a 2 L a and L m is adjacent to L a . Since L m and L a satisfy statement b), there exists P m in L m that is adjacent to all but P a in L a . Now, P b has no neighbours in L m , and P b is adjacent to P a . Extending P m P b to a maximal independent set for G yields one that has no part from L a , thus contradicting Theorem 4.2 c). Thus, I r must be an independent set and it has no neighbours in L m .
We now show that any part in L l that has a certain property has no neighbours in I r .
Claim 5.3 Let P l1 in L l be non-adjacent to at least two parts P m1 and P m2 in L m . Then P l1 has no neighbours in I r .
Proof: Assume not. Then there exists P a 2 I r such that P l1 P a . P a has to be from I r1 since I r2 has no neighbours in L l . Therefore, there exists a layer L a , a 6 = m, t a > l, such that P a 2 L a and L a is adjacent to L m . Since L m and L a satisfy statement b), at least one of P m1 and P m2 , say P m1 , is adjacent to all but P a in L a . Extending P l1 P m1 to a maximal independent set for G yields one that has no part from L a , thus contradicting Theorem 4.2 c). This proves the claim. Next, we show that if a part in L m is adjacent to a part in L l , it must be adjacent to all but one part in L l , and vice versa. We know that a part in L l can be adjacent to at most all but one part in L m , and vice versa, since otherwise Theorem 4.2 c) is contradicted. Now, assume that a part in one of these layers is adjacent to at most all but two parts in the other. Consider one such part P j1 2 L j , j 2 fl; mg. Let P j1 be adjacent to P k3 , but non-adjacent to P k1 and P k2 , in the layer L k , k 2 fl; mg; k 6 = j. This leads to two cases.
case a) j = l; k = m We have P j1 2 L l that is non-adjacent to both P k1 and P k2 in the layer L m . From Claim 5.3, we see that P j1 has no neighbours in I r . case b) j = m; k = l We have P j1 2 L m that is adjacent to P k3 , but not to P k1 or P k2 in L l . From Theorem 4.2 b), we know that there is a part in L m that is not adjacent to any part in L l . This part cannot be P j1 as this is adjacent to P k3 in L l . Let this part be P j2 . That is, there are two parts P j1 and P j2 in L m that are non-adjacent to both P k1 and P k2 . From Claim 5.3, we see that neither P k1 nor P k2 can have neighbours in I r . Now, I r has no neighbours in L m . Therefore, in both of the above cases, none of P j1 , P k1 and P k2 have neighbours in I r . Let R = I r P j1 . Let I 1 = R P k1 and I 2 = R P k2 . Consider the graph G l =< V l+1 L l > with vertex set V l . I 1 and I 2 are two maximal independent sets of G l and their intersection is R. V l ? N R] consists of some, but not all, of the parts of L k , and hence < V l ? N R] > is complete k n -partite. From Theorem 3.1, R is maximal. We now argue that G l is in W AR . Since G is in W AR , at each stage of a decomposition of G yielding layers L 1 to L t , we obtain a maximal R such that < N R] > is in W AR . Therefore, the subgraphs G i =< L i L i+1 L t > obtained at each stage of such a decomposition, 1 i t, are also in W AR . Hence, G l is in W AR . Now, N R] has at least one part P k3 from L k . This contradicts Lemma 4.5 b). Hence, P j1 can have at most one non-adjacent part in L k . We have already seen that P j1 has to have at least one non-adjacent part in L k . We conclude that P j1 must have exactly one non-adjacent part in L k . Thus, if a part in L l is adjacent to a part in L m , it is adjacent to all but one part in L m , and vice versa.
We now show that the layers L m and L l satisfy statement b). From Theorem 4.2 b), there has to be a part P m in L m that is not adjacent to any part in L l . Therefore, any part in L l that is adjacent to some part in L m is adjacent to all but P m in L m . If every part in L l had neighbours in L m , then every part in L m other than P m would be adjacent to all of L l which, as we have already seen, cannot be the case. Hence at most k l ?1 parts of L l can have neighbours in L m . Since any part in L m that has neighbours in L l has to be adjacent to all but one part in L l , all but P m in L m is adjacent to all but some part P l in L l . That is, L l and L m satisfy statement b), which contradicts our assumption. This proves the statement. c)
Suppose that the statement is false. Then there exist parts P j1 and P j2 in some layer L j such that they have at least one pair of non-common neighbours P l 2 L l and P m 2 L m that are not adjacent to each other, j 6 = l, l 6 = m, m 6 = j, with P l adjacent to P j1 but not to P j2 , and P m adjacent to P j2 but not to P j1 . From b), P l and P m are each adjacent to (k j ? 1) parts in L j . Therefore, P l and P m can be extended to a maximal independent set that has no part from L j , thus contradicting Theorem 4.2 c).
if: Let L V = fL 1 ; L 2 ; : : : ; L t g. Consider some part P j of layer j, 1 j t. As the layers are complete k n -partite, and because of property b), the neighbour sets of every vertex in P j are the same. Hence, if a maximal independent set contains a vertex from P j , it will contain all the vertices from P j . Consider the graph G j with vertex set V j induced by some of the layers of L V . From the above, any maximal independent set of G, and hence G j , contains whole parts from the layers in G j . To prove that G is in W AR , we need the following two results.
We rst show that G j is well covered.
Claim 5.4 Every maximal independent set in G j consists of exactly one part from each layer.
Proof:
We have already shown that any maximal independent set of G j consists of whole parts from the layers. Suppose that the claim is not true. Then there exists at least one layer L k 2 G j that has no part in some maximal independent set I 1 for G j . Therefore, there exist parts in I 1 that cover the layer L k . Consider one such part P l1 from the layer L l . Clearly, L l is adjacent to L k . Properties a), b), and c), hold for any subset of the layers L 1 to L t as otherwise they would not hold for L V . From b), we know that there exist parts P k 2 L k and P l 2 L l such that j N(P k ) \ L l j= 0 and j N(P l ) \ L k j= 0, and that the parts of L k ? P k and L l ? P l are pairwise complete bipartite. Therefore, P l1 has to be a part other than P l , and it covers all of L k except for P k . Hence, there has to be another part P L in I 1 that covers P k . Let this be from the layer L L . Since L L is adjacent to L k , from b), there must be a part P k1 6 = P k 2 L k that is not adjacent to any of L L . Now, P k is adjacent to P L but not to P l1 , and P k1 is adjacent to P l1 but not to P L . From c), P l1 and P L have to be adjacent. But P l1 and P L belong to I 1 which is an independent set. This proves the claim. We next prove the following claim about maximal intersections of G j .
Claim 5.5 Let R be a maximal intersection of a pair of maximal independent sets of G j .
Then the following are true: Any subset of the layers will obey properties a), b), and c), as otherwise these properties will also be contradicted by the layers in L V . Suppose that the claim is not true. Then there exists P i in R such that N(P i ) contains at least one part P j which belongs to a layer L j that has no part in R. Let P i belong to the layer L i . Since L i and L j are adjacent, b) applies. Therefore, P i is adjacent to all but P j1 in L j . Now, P j1 cannot be adjacent to anything in R as then property c) is contradicted. Therefore, any maximal independent set containing R also contains P j1 . Hence, the intersection of any such pair of maximal independent sets properly contains R, thus contradicting the maximality of R. This proves the statement. b) Property a) says that every layer induces a complete k n -partite subgraph. From a) of this claim, V j ? N R] consists of whole layers. From property b), every two such layers has at least one part in each that has no neighbours in the other. Using Theorem 3.1, we see that < V j ? N R] > has to be complete k n -partite for R to be maximal. Statement b) follows from the above. This proves the claim.
We now prove that G is in W AR by induction on the layers. All graphs induced by any one layer in the partition are in W AR , since, from a), every layer induces a complete k n -partite graph. Suppose that all graphs induced by j ? 1 Note that the uniqueness of the layers follows from Theorem 4.4. We also observe that any reordering of a set of layers satisfying properties a), b), and c) of Theorem 5.2 will also satisfy the same properties, provided that isolated vertices, if any, remain in the last layer.
We now show that the family of very well covered graphs without isolated vertices is properly contained in W AR . We de ne a set of sub-classes of W AR as follows:
De nition 5.6 For any k 2, a graph G belongs to W ARk if G belongs to W AR and has exactly k parts in each layer of any decomposition. Clearly, the size of any maximal independent set of a graph G of order n belonging to W ARk is n=k. The following theorem indicates the relationship between W AR and very well covered graphs. Proof: only if: G belongs to W AR2 . Therefore, it can be decomposed into t layers, with each layer having exactly two parts. As G belongs to W AR , it obeys Theorem 5.2. Since the layers induce subgraphs that are complete 2 n -partite, there are no isolated vertices. As every maximal independent set of G contains exactly one part from each layer, every such set will contain exactly half the number of vertices in the graph. Hence, G is very well covered without isolated vertices.
if:
G is very well covered without isolated vertices. We partition the vertex set of G into layers L 1 ; L 2 ; : : : ; L t , where t is a positive integer, as follows. From Theorem 2.2, for any pair of maximal independent sets I 1 and I 2 of G, whenever the intersection R is maximal, there exists a perfect matching in which R matches to S, and I is complete 2 n -partite. Let G 2 be the graph induced by N R]. The matching between R and S satis es property P, that is, G 2 has a perfect matching that satis es property P. Using Favaron's theorem, we see that G 2 is very well covered. Therefore, G 2 can be decomposed as outlined above to give a complete 2 n -partite lgraph H 2 =< L 2 > and a very well covered graph G 3 such that G 2 =< V 3 L 2 >. Since we start with a graph G that has a nite number of vertices, this decomposition will stop at some stage, say t. As we cannot decompose the graph any further, G t is complete k n -partite with one or more parts. Since G has no isolated vertices, the lgraph H t =< L t > is complete 2 n -partite. We now have a decomposition of G into t lgraphs, each of which is complete 2 n -partite, with the corresponding layers being L 1 to L t . We now show that these layers satisfy properties a) to c) of Theorem 5.2. We rst observe that every maximal independent set of G contains exactly one part from each of the layers L 1 to L t . This follows from the fact that G is very well covered and each layer induces a complete 2 n -partite graph. Let the layers L j and L k be adjacent. Let L j and L k consist of the parts P j1 ; P j2 , and P k1 ; P k2 respectively. Let P j1 be adjacent to P k2 . Since the lgraphs are complete 2 npartite, there exists a perfect matching M for G that consists of n l edges from the lgraph H l , 1 l t. From Favaron's theorem, M obeys property P. Let u 1 be a vertex in P j1 . Let it be adjacent to v 2 in P k2 . Let (u 1 ; u 2 ) be in M, where u 2 is in P j2 . Since the lgraphs are complete 2 n -partite, u 2 is adjacent to all the vertices in P j1 . Now, v 2 cannot be adjacent to u 2 as then we would have the matching edge (u 1 ; u 2 ) with a common neighbour, which would contradict property P. Hence, (u 1 ; u 2 ) is a matching edge, with u 1 adjacent to v 2 and u 2 adjacent to all the vertices in P j1 ?u 1 . Using property P, we have that all the vertices in P j1 ? u 1 are adjacent to v 2 . That is, if a vertex in P j1 is adjacent to a vertex v in P k2 , then every vertex in P j1 is adjacent to v. A similar argument shows that this is also true for the vertices in P k2 . Therefore, if parts from di erent layers are adjacent, then they are complete bipartite. Now, P j1 cannot be adjacent to P k1 because any maximal independent set of G that contains P j1 would have no part from L k , which is not possible. For similar reasons, P k2 cannot be adjacent to P j2 . Therefore, P j2 has no neighbours in L k and P k1 has no neighbours in L j . Thus, if two layers are adjacent then all but one part of one layer is completely connected to all but one part of the other layer, thus satisfying property b).
property c)
While proving b), we have shown that there exists a perfect matching M that contains exactly n j edges from the lgraph H j , 1 j t. Property c) follows from b) and the fact that the perfect matching M satis es Favaron's theorem.
Therefore, G is in W AR . Since every layer in the decomposition has exactly two parts, G belongs to W AR2 .
6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have given a characterization for well-covered graphs, and one for very well covered graphs, based on the interaction between pairs of maximal independent sets of a graph. We have de ned the conditions under which the intersection of a pair of maximal independent sets of a graph is maximal. We have de ned and characterized two recursively decomposable sub-classes of well-covered graphs, W SR and W AR , such that well-covered graphs W SR W AR very well covered graphs without isolated vertices. We have seen that the interesting structural characterizations for these sub-classes result from the fact that they are recursively decomposable. We have shown that graphs belonging to these sub-classes can be decomposed into layers that are unique and that satisfy certain properties. For a study of the algorithmic complexities of some fundamental graph problems such as recognition, dominating set, Hamiltonian Cycle and Hamiltonian path for these sub-classes, see 7] .
We de ned the new sub-classes by making use of the notion of a maximal intersection. An obvious question arising from the concept of well-coveredness is: What graphs have the property that every maximal intersection has the same size? Can we characterize such graphs? We call such graphs well-intersected graphs. Some other interesting questions are: What graphs have the property of being both well covered and well intersected? Which of the graphs belonging to the newly de ned sub-classes have the property of being well intersected? We have seen how a graph G belonging to W SR can be represented by a corresponding minimal graph G M . It would be interesting to study the properties of these minimal graphs.
